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 plus a hopper Can I put a CNC on a usb controller? I want to use a 5axis cmt cnc controller. Can this be done? I do a bit of
metal work for the hobby. I have a 1cnc desktop and one of the more expensive rc servo dls. I want to do some cnc work on my

own in the future. I know most people use a lathe. I would like to do a lot of planer work and do a little turning. I have an old
DX7 that has an auto X/Y axis controller. I am not an expert but i have used gcode as well as control via a usb port. There are a
lot of programs out there that will let you use a usb controller to move a cnc. What makes me think i can make this work is the

fact i have an older dx 7. It has the usb ports. But it only has a 2 axis cnc. So if i can just use the cnc to program a usb controller
for 5 axis to run a 5 axis cnc machine how would this be done? Does it have to be a function in the dx7 itself? So there are the
two units i want to control. Will one unit use the other as the controller? Comments @bacchus1, I would not assume that you
can put a CNC on an USB port. I have an old DX7 myself with USB ports. I have been to other forums on the web, and to my
knowledge, they have said that you cannot. It may have been because I have one of the older DX7's that doesn't have the auto

X/Y axis. I have never used a CNC. @StefanOT, I have no idea what a 5 axis CNC controller is, but I have no idea why anyone
would want one. An auto X/Y axis machine would be much cheaper. @bacchus1, You need to refer to the manuals. Most CNCs
have a USB connector on the end of the controller. If the unit does not have a USB port then you would be able to put a CNC on
the USB controller. It will only control the 5 axis of the CNC, but you would have to manually program the axis. Your question

seems to be a bit of a grey area. But if the CNC unit you have access to has a USB connector, 82157476af
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